A rst order system, PAL, that can learn Chess patterns in the form of Horn clauses from simple example descriptions and general purpose knowledge about Chess is described. This is the rst time that Chess patterns which can be used for over-the-board play have been learned. To test if the patterns learned by PAL can be used to play, a simple playing strategy for the King and Rook against King (KRK) endgame was constructed with patterns learned by PAL. Limitations of PAL in particular, and rstorder systems in general, are exposed in domains like Chess where a large number of background de nitions may be required for induction. Conclusions and future research directions are given.
Introduction
It is believed that chess masters use a pattern-based knowledge to analyze a position, followed by a pattern-based controlled search to verify or correct the analysis 5, 7] . Some attempts have been made to use a pattern-based approach by hand-coding the required patterns in some \simple" endgames (e.g., Bramer 1], Bratko 2] , etc.) or \tactically sharp" middle games (e.g., Wilkins 19] ). While the emphasis has been made on ways of how to use and combine patterns to produce plans, very little progress has been made within the machine learning community to try to learn them. We have developed a system, called PAL 1 
, that uses
This research was completed while the author was doing his Ph.D. thesis at the Turing Institute, Glasgow. 1 PAtterns and Learning general purpose Chess knowledge in the form of Horn clauses to learn patterns such as threat, fork, pin, skewer, discovery check/attack, etc. from simple example descriptions 10, 11] . This is the rst attempt to learn patterns in Chess using a rst-order framework. To test if the patterns learned by PAL can be used to play, a simple endgame was considered, where a playing strategy designed around the recognition of patterns can be easily constructed and tested.
Section 2 provides some de nitions from logic. The concepts and notations will be used in the sections to follow. Section 3 brie y describes PAL and its generalization method. Section 4 describes the KRK playing strategy, the concepts learned by PAL to construct it, and how it was evaluated. Section 5 shows how extra background knowledge can be used to improve the strategy with less development e ort. Finally, conclusions and future research work are given.
Preliminaries
A variable is represented by a string of letters and digits starting with an upper case letter. A function symbol is a lower case letter followed by a string of letters and digits. A predicate symbol is a lower case letter followed by a string of letters and digits. A term is a constant, variable or the application of a function symbol to the appropriate number of terms. An atom or atomic formula is the application of a predicate symbol to the appropriate number of terms. A literal is an atom or the negation of an atom. Two literals are compatible if they have the same symbol, name and number of arguments. The negation symbol is :. A clause is a disjunction of a nite set of literals, which can be represented as fA 1 3 Generalization method and PAL Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a fast growing research area which combines Logic Programming and Machine Learning 14] . The general setting for ILP is, given a background knowledge K (in the form of Horn clauses) and sets of positive (E + ) and negative (E ? ) examples, nd a hypothesis H (another set of Horn clauses) for which K^H`E + and K^H 6 E ? . That is, nd a hypothesis which can explain the data in the sense that all the positive (E + ) but none of the negative (E ? ) examples can be deduced from the hypothesis and the background knowledge. This inductive process can be seen as a search for logic programs over the hypothesis space and several constraints have been imposed to limit this space and guide the search. For learning to take place e ciently, it is often crucial to structure the hypothesis space. This can be done with a model of generalization. Searching for hypothesis can then be seen as searching for more general clauses given a known specialized clause. Plotkin 16, 17, 18] was the rst to study in a rigorous manner the notion of generalization based on -subsumption. Clause C -subsumes clause D i there exists a substitution such that C D. Clause C 1 is more general than clause C 2 if C 1 -subsumes C 2 .
Plotkin investigated the existence and properties of least general generalizations or lgg between clauses and the lgg of clauses relative to some background knowledge or rlgg. The general idea of the rlgg algorithm is to augment the body of the example clauses with facts derived from the background knowledge de nitions and the current body of the example clauses, and then generalized these \saturated" clauses using the lgg algorithm. In general, rlgg does not exists 2 as an in nite number of facts can be derived from the background knowledge (BK). However, rlgg exists for BK without variables (as in Golem 13] ), BK without function symbols (as in Clint 8]), and when only a nite number of facts are deducible from the BK, either by limiting the depth of the resolution steps taken to derive facts and/or by constraining the BK, as in PAL. Even with a nite set of facts, the lgg of two clauses can generate a very large number of literals and some additional constraints are required to achieve practical results. In PAL we apply a novel constraint which identi es the role of the pieces in di erent example positions to reduce the complexity of the lgg algorithm.
PAL
Examples in PAL are given as descriptions of Chess positions (i.e., a set of ground atoms stating the position of each piece in the board), and unlike other systems, the exact arguments involved in the target concept are not speci ed in advance. A Chess position can be completely described by a set of four-place atoms (contents/4) stating the side, name, and place of each piece in the board. For instance, contents(white, rook, square(2,3), pos1) states that a white Rook is at the second le and third rank in position 1. Other pieces in a board position can be described in the same way. In general, other descriptions can be used as well 12] . Each example description is added to the background knowledge from which a nite set of facts are derived.
PAL The F i s are instances of de nitions which are either provided as background knowledge or learned by PAL, and represent the conditions (relations between pieces and places) to be satis ed by the pattern.
MV is the \move" predicate representing a legal move with the opponent's side not in check. With MV, the actual movement of a piece is performed (changing the description of the board). The F j+n s are instances of pattern de nitions that change as a consequence of the move.
PAL starts with some pattern de nitions as background knowledge and use them to learn new patterns. For instance, the de nition of being in check is given to PAL as follows:
in check(Side,KPlace,OPiece,OPlace,Pos) contents(Side,king,KPlace,Pos), contents(OSide,OPiece,OPlace,Pos), other side(Side,OSide), piece move(Oside,OPiece,OPlace,KPlace,Pos).
This de nition gets instantiated only with example descriptions with a King at KPlace and an opponent's piece OPiece at OPlace which could be moved to KPlace. Given an example description, PAL \collects" instantiations of its background knowledge de nitions to construct an initial hypothesis clause. The head of the clause is initially constructed with the arguments used to describe the rst example position. The initial head, in conjunction with the facts derived from the background knowledge and the example description, constitutes an initial concept clause. This clause is generalized by taking the lgg of it and clauses constructed from other example descriptions. Once a generalization is produced, heuristics are used to reduce the size of the clause and the number of arguments used in the head. New head compatible with the current concept head, are constructed from subsequent examples by considering only the arguments of the descriptions of the relevant pieces (this is further described below).
Even with a nite theory for Chess, the large number of plausible facts derivable from it, makes the niteness irrelevant in practice (e.g., consider all the possible legal moves of the pieces in Chess). In PAL a fact F is relevant to example description D if at least one of the ground atoms of D occurs in the derivation of F. PAL only considers facts which are relevant to the example description to construct a clause 3 .
The size of the clause is limited by requiring all the variables arguments to appear at least twice in the clause. In addition, every constant occurring in the atoms used to describe positions are labeled with unique constant symbols. For instance, if we have an example position with the following piece (for presentation purpose we have adopted the following notation: bl = black, wh = white, and square(X,Y) = (X,Y)): contents(wh,bishop,(2,3),pos1) ?! contents(wh ,bishop ,(2 ,3 ),pos1)
The labels are kept during the derivation process, so the system can distinguish which piece(s) is(are) \responsible" for which facts derived from the background knowledge by following the labels. If the above description of the bishop is used to derive an instance of the background clause describing threats, then the same labels used in the description are used in this derivation, e.g., The lgg between compatible literals is guided by the associated labels to produce a smaller number of literals as lggs are produced only between compatible literals with common labels (a simple matching procedure is used for this purpose).
PAL follows an experimentation process by automatically generating positive and negative examples (validated by the user), from which other facts are deduced and similar clauses constructed. The example generator takes the current concept de nition and tries to fail on at least one of its literals by changing (perturbing) some of the arguments involved in the example description. For instance, changing the place of a piece, changing its side, or changing one piece for another. If the perturbation method generates a negative example, then the system analyses which literals failed on that example and tries to construct a new example that will succeed on at least one of them. If a positive example is generated, then PAL constructs a clause as de ned above, and generalizes it using the constrained lgg algorithm, with the current concept de nition. If the system cannot generate a new example (i.e., a new generalization of the current de nition will require producing an example that involves changing di erent arguments), then PAL continues with a di erent set of arguments. PAL rst considers sets with the smallest number of arguments, e.g., it changes the position of each piece at a time, before changing the positions of several pieces at a time. PAL stops when there are no more sets left, or when the user decides to terminate the process.
PAL has been used to learn several patterns in Chess. In the following section, it is shown how the patterns learned by PAL can be used in a playing strategy for a simple endgame. 4 Designing a playing strategy Perception (based on pattern recognition) seems to be the key to skill in Chess 5, 7, 6] . Some systems have designed their playing strategy around the recognition of patterns. Due to the complexity of Chess, the correctness of a playing strategy can only be tested over \very simple" endgames. Designing a pattern-based strategy involves the following steps:
(1) Think on the general strategy of the game, A broad winning strategy in KRK endgame is to force the opposite King to the edge, or into a corner if necessary, and then deliver mate in a few moves. The basic principles and the main concepts learned by PAL are outlined in Table 1 and illustrated in Figures 1 and  2 (some of the learned concepts and rules used in the strategy are given in Appendix A and B respectively).
The following background vocabulary was all the time accessible to PAL: Some Chess endgames concepts, depend on \geometrical" concepts, like distances between pieces, areas, etc., and on comparisons between them, for instance, if a piece is closer or moves closer to another piece or even to a particular place. To learn such concepts, the following \geometrical" background vocabulary was provided to PAL, although not all of it was available to the system at the same time. Table 2 speci es which of this background knowledge was available, in conjunction with the rest of the background knowledge, to learn particular concepts. retr distance(Place1,Place2,Dist,Pos) 4 The number of examples generated by PAL can be improved if symmetric properties of concepts in the board are considered. Some concepts do not depend on any particular orientation of the board and for each example, 7 equivalent examples can be generated, considering re ections along the horizontal, vertical and diagonal axes. PAL can take advantage of this knowledge to produce further generalizations between all the \symmetric" examples before presenting the user with a new example. For the KRK domain, the number of clauses required to de ned each concept depends on their symmetry (i.e., concepts de ned with one clause are highly symmetric, while concept de nitions with 4 clauses have only one symmetry along a particular axis). As di erent concepts have di erent symmetries, the user was prompted for the particular symmetry. The minimum number of examples that a trained user (the author) could generated to produce the same de nitions was also recorded. When learning disjunctive concepts (concepts which require for their de nition more than one clause), as the perturbation process cannot guarantee to produce an instance for each disjunct, an instance of each disjunct was provided in advance. Table 2 shows the main results. The rst column has the name of the concept to learn with its arity (complete de nitions of some concepts are given in Appendix A). The next three columns have the number of examples produced by PAL without/with symmetries and by the user. The fth column has the number of clauses required to de ned the concept and the last column has the additional background knowledge added to PAL. The last row shows the average number of examples produced per clause. 
Concept

Checking the Strategy
The strategy outlined in Table 1 can checkmate the opposite King for all possible starting positions where the winning side makes the rst move (roughly 40,000 considering re ections and rotations), regardless of opposite moves. The correctness of the strategy was tested by following every possible path of a starting position until a checkmate was delivered, checking that the opposite King was never in stalemate and could not capture the Rook. Finding the correct strategy took a couple of weeks, although all the patterns can be learned in one day. In general, it was relatively easy to identify a aw in the strategy and correct it, possibly by learning a new concept. A larger amount of time was spent in checking the correctness of the strategy each time a new change was made.
Improving the Strategy
Although the strategy will checkmate the opposite King for every starting position with the winning side to move, the longest \path" involves 57 moves 5 . The design of the above strategy follows a very naive approach, however, it can be improved if the concept of the area on which the opposite King is \con ned" by our Rook is included in the background knowledge. This can be used to learn how to \squeeze" the opposite King's area until mate can be delivered in a few moves. The design of such strategy was developed in 5 days, it uses 8 concepts of the previous strategy with 7 new concepts in 19 rules.
The new strategy outlined in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 3 , requires a smaller 5 The worst case is when the opponent's King is in le/rank 3 and the winning-side King is in the le/rank 1. The strategy takes at most 9 moves to force the opponent's King to move \backwards". Thus, it takes 54 moves to mate plus 3 initial moves in the worst case to get the Rook in the \right" position. Table 4 : New Concepts for the Improved Strategy number of patterns and was developed in less time. Results for the new concepts are given in Table 4 (without considering symmetries). Although it is far from being optimal, the new strategy safely mates the opposite King for every starting position of the winning side in less than 50 moves. A complete game-score of both strategies for the worst case initial position is given in Appendix C.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper it is shown how Chess patterns which can be used to play a simple endgame can be automatically learned using a rst-order inductive system. Changing the strategy and learning new concepts proved to be relatively easy and most of the time was spent in checking its correctness. Additional geometrical knowledge is required to learn some of the endgame concepts. Adding a \powerful" concept for this endgame, like con ned-area, can be used to improve a playing strategy, however, a more interesting question is how to learn it from more \basic" concepts.
PAL has been applied to other endgames (King Pawn against King) and other domains (qualitative modeling) 12]. The next step is to automatically learn the rules of the playing strategy from traces of games. PAL can be used to compare subsequent positions to identify patterns that change/emerge as a consequence of the move. A more di cult problem is to identify which of the moves in di erent traces of games, correspond to the same general rule in the strategy. Learning from traces of games is a natural way in which to learn Chess. This is already done by Morph 9] using a xed set of relations between pieces. Morph, however, is limited to learn patterns which express attack/defend relations. For instance, it is unabled to learn is two Rooks are in diagonal or if a Rook is in a border. Once a pattern is learned by Morph, it cannot be used to construct other patterns. In PAL, Chess board positions are described in a simpler way, and a set of background knowledge de nitions, used to identify relations between the pieces and the places in the board, can be incrementally augmented with new relations learned from a set of example descriptions. A powerful learning system could be constructed by combining PAL's learning capabilities to learn appropriate relations, with a learning system that could take these relations with traces of games, to learn playing strategies.
A KRK Concepts
This Appendix has some of the concepts learned by PAL for the rst strategy. Similar concepts were learned for the improved strategy. The more interested reader is refered to 12]. ThreatkR/7: The opposite King threatens our Rook (Figure 2 center) . threatkR(S1,king,square(X1,Y1),S2,rook,square(X2,Y2),Pos1) contents(S2,rook,square(X2,Y2),Pos1), contents(S1,king,square(X1,Y1),Pos1), other side(S2,S1), sliding piece(rook,square(X1,Y1),Pos1), make move(S1,king,square(X1,Y1),square(X2,Y2),Pos1,Pos2), not contents(S2,rook,square(X2,Y2),Pos2). Rook divs/10: Rook divides both Kings either vertically or horizontally (Figure 1 center after the move). The following clause is one of the four clauses needed to de ne the concept. Similar de nitions are used for the rKk, rkK, ks same side concepts. rook divs(S1,king,square(X1,Y1),S1,rook,square(X2,Y2),S2,king,square(X3,Y3),Pos) contents(S1,king,square(X3,Y3),Pos), contents(S1,king,square(X1,Y1),Pos), contents(S1,rook,square(X2,X2),Pos), other side(S1,S2), sliding piece(rook,square(X2,Y2),Pos), coordx(square(X3,Y3),X3,Pos), coordx(square(X2,Y2),X2,Pos), coordx(square(X1,Y1),Y1,Pos), less than(X3,X2), less than(X3,X1), less than(X2,X1). Opposition/8: The Kings are in front of each other with one square between them ( Figure  1 left) . The de nitions for distkR/8 and in line/7 are similar. opposition(S1,king,square(X1,X2),S2,king,square(X1,Y2),2,Pos) contents(S2,king,square(X1,Y2),Pos), contents(S1,king,square(X1,Y1),Pos), other side(S1,S2), distance(square(X1,Y1),square(X1,Y2),2,Pos), distance(square(X1,Y2),square(X1,Y1),2,Pos). opposition(S1,king,square(X1,Y1),S2,king,square(X2,Y1),2,Pos) contents(S1,king,square(X1,Y1),Pos), contents(S2,king,square(X2,Y1),Pos), other side(S2,S1), distance(square(X2,Y1),square(X1,Y1),2,Pos), distance(square(X1,Y1),square(X2,Y1),2,Pos).
B Rules for KRK
This Appendix has some of the rules used in both strategies. If the conditions before a move hold, and the move makes the conditions after the move to succeed, then that move is followed. The strategy follows a 1-ply search. The rst strategy has 18 rules and the improved strategy 19. In both strategies the rules are tried in order. 
C Game-scores
This Appendix has complete game-scores for both strategies for a worst case initial position, following the longest path. The initial position is illustrated in Figure 4 . Strategy 2 White Black White Black White Black White Black h3-g3 c2-d2 b3-b2 d1-d2 e7-f7y f2-g3 h3-g3 c2-d2 g3-b3 d2-c2 c7-d7y d2-e3 d2-e2 g3-g4 g3-a3 d2-c2 b3-b8 c2-c3 b2-c2 e3-e4 e2-e3 g4-g5 a1-a2 c2-d2 a1-a2 c3-c4 c2-c3 e4-e5 e3-e4 g5-g6 a3-b3 d2-c2 a2-a3 c4-c5 c3-c4 e5-e6 f7-f1 g6-g5 a2-a3 c2-d2 a3-a4 c5-c6 d7-d1 e6-e5 f1-f2 g5-g6 a3-b2 d2-e2 a4-a5 c6-c7 d1-d2 e5-e6 e4-e5 g6-g7 b2-c3 e2-d2 b8-b1 c7-c6 c4-c5 e6-e7 e5-e6 g7-g8 b2-b3 d2-e2 b1-b2 c6-c7 c5-c6 e7-e8 e6-e7 g8-g7 b3-c2 e2-f2 a5-a6 c7-c8 c6-c7 e8-e7 f2-g2y g7-h6 c3-d3 f2-e2 a6-a7 c8-c7 d2-e2y e7-f6 e7-f7 h6-h5 c2-c3 e2-f2 b2-c2y c7-d6 c7-d7 f6-f5 f7-f6 h5-h4 c3-d2 f2-g2 a7-b7 d6-d5 d7-d6 f5-f4 f6-f5 h4-h3 d3-e3 g2-f2 b7-b6 d5-d4 d6-d5 f4-f3 g2-g8 h3-h4 d2-d3 f2-g2 b6-b5 d4-d3 e2-e8 f3-f4 g8-g7 h4-h3 d3-e2 g2-h2 c2-c8 d3-d4 e8-e7 f4-f3 f5-f4 h3-h2 e3-f3 h2-g2 c8-c7 d4-d3 d5-d4 f3-f2 f4-f3 h2-h1 e2-e3 g2-h2 b5-b4 d3-d2 d4-d3 f2-f1 f3-f2 h1-h2 e3-f2 h2-h1 b4-b3 d2-d1 d3-d2 f1-f2 g7-h7yy ? f3-h3yy ?
